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This book is totally free,
and must also be shared freely.
His author is
«She and He who speak about the TOTAL Universe».

“Theophilus and Angelika”,
the avatars of all those who
speak about the TOTAL Universe

This book is also available on the net in video version,
a series of the same theme :
«The TOTAL Universe: The New Paradigm.
The Seven Fundamental Truths
we must understand today
about the Universe »
http://science-total-universe.org
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We can call this kind of book a « book-video ».
While reading a text, imagine you are seeing the two presenters,
Theophilus and Angelika, talking to you as to friends,
and explaining on a whiteboard what must be.
Sometimes it is one who speaks to you, sometimes the other.
And when you look at a picture with a legend or a comment,
imagine that you hear in voice-over,
one or the other, explaining you what you see.
The book-video, based on the video,
is an occasion to give some very important additional explanations
for a better understanding of
the TOTAL Universe, the New Paradigm.
The book-videos are not long to read,
because they consist primarily of images.
We recommend that you read the seven book-videos in the order,
to get a good overview of the TOTAL Universe
the New Paradigm.
Thus, by reading again the book-videos or any of them,
this time in the order you want,
your understanding of what is said can only be better.
You will better understand what is said here or there and why it is said,
because now you have an overview of the question.
All the book-videos are available for free download
at the website http://science-total-universe.org,
and all the videos can be seen there too.
Good watching, good reading…
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General Summary of the Seven Books
Part I :
The TOTAL Universe:
The Alpha and the Omega


Truth 1: The OMEGA: the Set, the TOTAL Reality
Discovery of the SET of ALL things, in which everything exist



Truth 2: The ALPHA: the Element, the Generator of all things
Discovery of the GENERESCENCE and the FRACTAL Nature of the TOTAL
Universe



Truth 3: The XERY: the Universal Equivalence, the Union,
the Unity, the Love
Discovery of the powerful Equality with which the TOTAL Universe functions

Part II :
From Negation to Alternation:
Back to the Lost Paradigm


Truth 4: The Negation of the TOTAL Universe: the Problem, the Error, the
Evil
Discovery of the ALTERNATION, the Nature and the NORMAL Functioning of
the TOTAL Universe, and of its antithesis, the NEGATION



Truth 5a: Earth of Negation in a Universe of Negation…
Truth 5b: …The TOTAL Universe: the Origin and the Goal of the Life
New Genesis, full understanding of the Life and what is really the Problem of
the Life: the Negation



Truth 6: The New Universe, the “New Heavens” and the “New Earth”
The Wonderful future for all those who want to return in the Alternation, the
Lost Paradigm and the Lost Paradise



Truth 7: Request to the TOTAL Universe
Request to address to the TOTAL Universe, in order to live in the New World
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Truth 7
(Book-video 7)
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Truth 7:

Truth 7:
We must address to
the TOTAL Universe
the request to live
in the New World,
and collaborate
in its creation
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TOTAL Universe,
Our Father,
Our Mother...
You the Supreme Being,
the SET of ALL things
and of ALL beings...
You in who any thing is
and who is in any thing and in any being...
You the Alpha and the Omega,
the Generescence,
the Generator of all things and of all beings...
You who are any thing and any being…
You who are Equivalence,
Union, Unity, XERY,
Absolute Love...
I want to enter in Your Paradigm…
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Let me return in the Paradise I lost by Negating You...
I Change, I Alternate;
Cure me of my Negation,
Let me enter the Alternation.
I want to return in the Divinity,
Let me recover the Unity with You and with the Alter...
Deliver me from She-Negator and He-Negator,
She and He who continue Negating You.
Let their Negation and their Negativity
have no more power on me...
Let them come back to You in this life,
I want,
or in another life,
if they want…
I do not want to live any more
in their Loveless World,
in their Universe which is all the opposite of the XERY...
Make me live in the New Universe,
the New Heavens You are creating.
Let me collaborate with You
for the creation of the New World…
To You now the Reign for Infinite Times,
for Eternity.
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